


 “Las altas aceras” (the high sidewalks) is a story of overcoming and 

humour that tackles how to face daily life when suffering a 
degenerative illness and how this fact does not mean the loss of will to 

live despite its harshness. Is how to face it and not the sickness itself 

what makes an impression on the day-to-day life of these people. 

It is a documentary that shows Paco Aguilar´s daily life; how is his 

routine, his work or his relationships since he was diagnosed with this 
illness, which profusely complicated his life but has not lowered his 

good mood nor changed his habits and routines.  

 

The Protagonist: 

Francisco Aguilar Reina (Sevilla, 1949), known as Paco Aguilar, is 
a spanish humorist, singer and communicatorborn.  

His artistic career begun as a guitarrist in various bands between the 
sixties and the seventies. He gained nacional fame thanks to his 

participation as a humourist in the programm “No te rías que es peor”, 
broadcasted in Televisión Española from 1989 to 1995.  

Currently, he hosts the radio programm ”Andalucía sin barreras” in 

Canal Sur Radio, from which he is the director. This programm works 

as an informative for all disabled people, psychic and sensory. Paco 
suffers from multiple sclerosis since the early eighties.  

 

 

 



Director: 

This is Javier Polo´s second work as a director, after ”Andar dos 
kilómetros en línea recta” . He has also colaborated in ”niño feo” and 

“cielo e infierno” , both directed by Paco Aragón and in the film “la 
memoria de los olivos”, by Raúl Romera.  

 

The producer:  

 

This short film is the presentation of Mirada Global, an andalusian 

production company. It is also its first audiovisual work produced.  

 

Ficha técnica: 

Producer: 

Javier Polo 

Executive Production: 

Mirada Global 

Auxi Polo 

Artistic and technical team: 

  
Paco Aguilar 

Gonzalo Rivas 

Elías Pelayo 

DIRECTOR: Javier Polo 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR: Paco Aragón 

DIRECTOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY: David Carmona / Emanuele Chianella  

PRODUCTION MANAGER: Emanuele Chianella/Itinera Producciones 

DIRECT SOUND: Dario Carmona 



EDITION: David Carmona/ccimagen 

PHOTOGRPHER: Paco Macías 

STORY BY: Javier Polo  

Music: 

Original music by Nono García for “Las altas aceras” 

 Paco Walk 

 Paco Market 

 Azufeifa Blues 

Flamenco and electric guitars: Nono García 
 

Recorder in “Trafalgar Estudios“ El Palmar, Vejer de la Frontera 

(Cádiz) 

Sound engineer: Rául Quintana  

Guitar manufactured and donated by: Sebastián Benítez Bernal. 
 

Thanks: 

 Gonzalo Rivas 

 Elías Pelayo 

 Juan Carlos Cabrera 

 Alfredo Otero 

 Cipriano Montilla 

 Aparcamientos Urbanos, Servicios y Sistemas, S.A. (AUSSA) 

 José Carlos Cabaleiro 

 Juan Miguel Rembado 

 Rosario Moreno 

 Café-Bar los Dardos (y a los dos Marcelo padre e hijo) 

 Canal Sur Radio 

 Angel Fernández Millán 

 Merkasol (energías renovables) 

 TAB Sur 

 Ana Linares 

 Lama la Uva 

 Antonio Montero 

 Hospital Victoria Eugenia    

 Asociación Comerciantes del Mercado de la Encarnación  

 José María Díaz Hato 

 Esperanza Gelo 

 Alfonso Cruz    



 Mercedes Vega 

 Carmen García 

 Yolanda Campos 

 Casala Teatro 

This work would not have been possible without the collaboration of: 

 

 

Shot entirely in Seville in 2017. 

Duration: 24 minutes 

Format: HD 1080 16:9 

Trailer: https://vimeo.com/234685119 

https://vimeo.com/234685119

